
Our research team stumbled upon a concept of water cure and that proved to be 

a moment that literally shook many of us in our team. The website 

www.watercure.com was studied in details. That was followed by ordering the 

books on the subject. The team members read every word number of times and 

also tried the remedies given there on their own before even talking to people 

around. And lo! What a dimension of science opened up. The knowledge that 

Dr Batmanghelidj M.D. has attained through his scientific research in the past 

3 decades is amazing to say a least. It is totally a paradigm shift in medical 

knowledge. I have a feeling that a time has come to look for some serious alter-

natives to the current medical science. The views of Dr Batmanghelidj who is 

M.D.from Imperial College in UK and has been actively practicing in Pennsyl-

vania can not be discarded easily, even if one does not want to believe in that. 

 

I have been seeing that for the past few years, the scientific community has be-

come rigid in their approach and attitudes. They do not seem to be open to new 

ideas. They have forgotten the basic tenet of any science for its growth is the 

tolerance, openness and acceptance. All these virtues seem to be missing today. 

No wonder science has started creating doubts and aversions in the mind of 

common people. The science mainly a medical fraternity has started creating 

shivers in the minds of the patient instead of producing comfort. A couple of 

years ago, I was reading in London Times an article which was stating that in 

England people are going away from modern science and 6 major science insti-

tutions in UK have closed down due to not many students in the past 5 to 6 

years. Mind you, these institutions have created 6 Nobel laureates between 

them. That is serious.  

 

Reiki Vidya Niketan is taking a new initiative to create a platform to bring all 

those related to health care to come together and sort out what is what. We are 

starting with the platform on Water Therapy of Dr Batmanghelidj and will in-

vite the healers from every field (all pathies) to have an open debate so that a 

common man gets educated. A patient or a common man has every right to 

know what are the options fed to him/her by all those different therapies. It is 

not only about therapies, but the doubts are now about the basic understanding 

of human life in totality. You should be hearing more about that soon. 

                                                                                                                   Ajit Sir 
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Dashavataras: Ladder of life with 10 steps 

Human existence travels through ten different stages in their life, right from the time we are 

born till we die. Each of the stage is a quantum change– where everything that relates to 

human life changes, the body, the ideas, the thoughts, the emotions & urges, the memories 

and above all our personalities. Nothing remains from the past. These stages are not only 

biological but are also spiritual. What truly happens in these stages is a change in energy 

levels available at different aspects of human existence.  

 

The basic premise behind his theory of Dashavataras, exclusively researched and discovered 

by Reiki Vidya Niketan, is that we all are given the same amount of energies by the divine 

or the creator. These overall energies are however distributed in different frequencies of hu-

man existence differently. That is what actually creates human characteristics and natures. 

That is what possibly creates some people more intellectual while some are emotional. Pos-

sibly that is why the age old idiom that the brawn and the brain do not stay together makes a 

sense. Your development in one faculty of life is always at the cost of the other faculties. No 

wonder those who are visually impaired may have a stronger other senses with respect to a 

person with normal senses.  

 

This theory throws out many more insights: 

 

1) At each stage of our life, we have certain amount of energies available for a particular 

functionality. If the activities related to those functionalities demand less energy than 

available, one remains happy, healthy and harmonized. If the situation is adverse in 

terms of demand and supply of energy, one faces the situations of stress and diseases in 

life time. 

2) A common man is not aware about this concept at all and possibly suffer in life due to 

this ignorance 

3) The people who know about the concept may not have the abilities to apply that to their 

lives. 

4) Those who may even know about the relevance of this to their lives, may not have the 

ways and means to manage the situations. They may not be aware about the methods to 

help them manage. 

5) A common man has no ways to manage this and is helpless. The spiritual path actually 

helps one to attain the ability to shift one’s energy levels at will. One can understand the 

situation demands and decide to shift the energies from one band to the other to manage 

the situation. One can then choose to be back to any other level of consciousness as one 

may feel fit. 

6) If one can keep the activity levels appropriate to the available levels of energy, one does 

not have to bother in life at all. It is just like your money or wealth. If your expenses are 

always less than your income or your liabilities are less than your assets, one is always 

comfortable and the stress levels are very much under control. This understanding will 

automatically curb the tendencies of desires and unachievable ambitions in life. This 

would truly be renunciation of some kind. 

 

Our vedik traditions probably understood the whole game better than what we do in modern 

times. The four stages like Bramhachryashram (the age of studentship), Guhasthashram (the 

stage of householders), vanaprasthashram (the stage of active withdrawal) and the San-

yashram (the stage of passive withdrawal or renunciation) are nothing but that solution. 

I firmly believe 

that if the en-

tire materia 

medica as now 

used could be 

sunk to the 

bottom of the 

sea, it would be 

all the better 

for mankind– 

and all the 

worse for the 

fishes 

 

 

Oliver Wendell 

Holmes. 
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Reiki Initiative for HIV affected : PALAWI Project 

HIV infected persons has always been a challenge to any therapy. With the growing HIV cases all 
over the world, possibly this disorder is going to offer the biggest threat to human life, if not already 
done so. There are many social organizations who are trying their best to make the lives of HIV af-
fected little comfortable before they die. That is all that they possibly can do. Their efforts without 
any support from any healing therapies have proved to be futile and a frustrating task for many of 
these organizations. What is really driving these noble people to continue their efforts is the spirit of 
humanity. 
 
One of such organizations in Maharashtra State in India is PALAWI (which literally means blossom 
of a tree) This organisation was founded by an initiative of a noble lady Mrs Mangalaben Shah in the 
pious city of Pandharpur (the place where Lord Vitthala has his abode from mythological days). Mrs 
Mangal Shah started these efforts about 10 years ago on a humble note with only 2 HIV affected 
children taken to take care of. Today that small stream is becoming a kind of a river. Today this insti-
tution supports about 50 young children in the age group of 2 to 17 years. Today Mangalaben has a 
team of about 14 dedicated social workers, including her immediate family members which has 
taken this task as a mission. One of our students Dr Vasudha Katdare joined this mission a couple 
of years ago, offering her life and professional skills for the mission. She knew about Ajit Guruji’s 
ideas of taking Reiki and other spiritual practices for these kinds of noble deeds. She along with 
Mangalaben approached Ajit Sir about 2 years ago with an idea to work out a plan where something 
can be done to treat these unfortunate children.  
 
During these two years, Ajit Sir came to know about 3 HIV affected cases, who came to learn Reiki 
and reported that they are totally cured of the disease. This feedback actually proved to become an 
impetus for the mission to move in the direction we were all looking for. On 18th and 19th of April a 
team of Reiki Vidya Niketan under the leadership of RVN Reiki teacher Ms Bindiya Pandya accom-
panied Guruji to visit Palawi to see their set up and chalk out the plan. The team comprising of Reiki 
Teachers Mrs Seema Trivedi & Mr Milind Heghetye as well as a senior sadhak Mrs Daxaben Patel 
went through the entire set up available at Palavi and launched the Agnihotra therapy on 18th itself. 
They trained about 60 residents on doing Agnihotra and explained how the Agnihotra ash can be 
used to make medicines and how to apply them for what diseases etc. The group has also decided 
to conduct Reiki training for all children and the care takers on 16th and 17th June this year. The 
healing groups will be created which will visit every month and see how Reiki and Agnihotra thera-
pies is helping the children there. Guruji has also appealed to all other sadhaks to join the healing 
efforts in whatever way they can.  
 
 

Agnihotra being performed at 

Palawi HIV affected children 

care centre at Pandharpur 

RVN Team with team mem-

bers of Palawiat Pandharpur 

during their visit to Palawi on 

18th April 

Agnihotra was taught to about 

50 habitants of Palawi at Pand-

harpur  



 

 
Can you hear the silence 

Can its “abstract noise” you feel 

Do you know what it wants to say 

With the suspicion can you deal? 

I am trying to hear its whispers 

& I hear someone crying 

After that I hear his high spirit 

Which makes him say that he won’t stop trying 

In the background I hide 

Observing like an eagle’s eye 

I try making sense of the shadow 

I try peeping but his identity he won’t show 

So I listen to silence again 

I listen to the determination 

In the man’s voice 

Who is at ease even after making the difficult choice 

I am not afraid for what is going to come 

I am ready to face it I won’t run 

With my mistakes I will learn he says 

I admired his rational & simple ways. 

I wanted to know who he was 

What was he fighting against and for what cause 

In the darkness light came 

Now I could clearly see 

That what silence had was “a voice inside me”. 

The voice that I just won’t hear 

Which had faded despite of being so clear. 

I learned that if your inside you hear 

In the darkness light you try to see. 

There is nothing & absolutely nothing that can 

Stop you from reaching your destiny. 

The Voice of Silence………                                       Shashank Bhatt 

R E I K I  V I D Y A  N I K E T A N  
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The newly available history on Mrs Takata brings out some interesting things about Mrs Takata’s teach-

ings and healing methods. Mrs Takata used to say, “”Except for shock or accident, use the full treatment 

and this is the same for all things. Don’t try to take only parts. The body is a complete unit, so whatever 

possible, treat it completely. Start with the abdomen or head– it does not matter-then proceed with the 

whole treatment. It is the same for all, physical or mental. There is no difference in the treat-

ment.” (Haberly, 99) 

 

When treating someone who had experienced trauma Takata would “release shock from the adrenal 

glands” by placing the hands over the adrenal glands and giving Reiki until the flow of Reiki diminished. 

Takata used to say “there will not be complete healing after an injury if you do not release the shock 

from adrenals.” 
 

At the end of the treatment, Takata used technique that involved running the fingures on either side of 

spine and manipulating tissue from the neck to coccyx to improve blood circulation. (This technique is 

sometimes referred to as Reiki Finish or Nerve strokes). Since performing this technique requires a mas-

sage licence in many jurisdictions, Grey and other practitioners have devised alternate technique that ac-

complishes the same goal without manipulating the tissue. One method is to sweep the hands through the 

energy field from head to foot several times.  

 

To ensure that her patients received treatment on a regular basis, Takata often attuned members of their 

families and in at least one instance, their neighbours. A story goes that young woman who had advanced 

Tuberculosis, Mrs Takata gave her treatment every day for a week and then gave classes to her mother 

and their neighbours so that she had many people treating her. According to Takata, she completely re-

covered within 6 months.  

 

After a treatment, especially one for a chronic condition, Takata expected the client to experience a 

“healing reaction”. This was a release of toxin by the body and could take the form of gastro-intestinal 

upset, flue like symptoms, headache or in some instances an intensification of the condition itself. Takata 

welcomed healing reactions because “the reaction shows whether the healing is moving forward”. Takata 

taught that chronic conditions requiring long term treatment are more likely to be accomplished by reac-

tions that release toxins. If injuries are quickly treated they are not as likely to produce reactions. 

 

Although most of the Takata stories focus on the treatment of illness, she also emphasized the importance 

of Reiki to ensure health and well being. For instance regarding Reiki and Pregnancy she quoted as say-

ing “ the best plan is to start Reiki before becoming pregnant and then have treatments to strengthen her 

during the pregnancy; and if any symptoms then appear, Reiki could be applied immediately. 

 

Healing Experiences of Mrs Takata 

In many shamanic societies, if you came to a medicine person complaining of being disheart-

ened, dispirited, or depressed, they would ask one of four questions. 

"WHEN did you stop dancing? WHEN did you stop singing? 

WHEN did you stop being enchanted by stories? WHEN did you stop finding comfort in the 

sweet territory of silence?" 



R E I K I  V I D Y A  N I K E T A N  

Kyun? Why?                                   A poem by Deepak Jain 
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ÉÏ �ÉQ�$É�ÉÏ �å-É ExÉå ��Éå�ÉÏ �æ� -ÉÑvÉÏ��ÉÑ �É
ÉÌoÉ�É �É2�
ÉÏ �ÉQ�$É�ÉÏ �å-É ExÉå ��Éå�ÉÏ �æ� -ÉÑvÉÏ    

��ÉÑ 7ÉÉåQå�xÉå �Ò-ÉQå�xÉå M��
Éå�ÉÉ �É�� -ÉÑ�-ÉÑvÉÏ��ÉÑ 7ÉÉåQå�xÉå �Ò-ÉQå�xÉå M��
Éå�ÉÉ �É�� -ÉÑ�-ÉÑvÉÏ��ÉÑ 7ÉÉåQå�xÉå �Ò-ÉQå�xÉå M��
Éå�ÉÉ �É�� -ÉÑ�-ÉÑvÉÏ��ÉÑ 7ÉÉåQå�xÉå �Ò-ÉQå�xÉå M��
Éå�ÉÉ �É�� -ÉÑ�-ÉÑvÉÏ    

��ÉÑ cÉ
ÉÉ�ÉÉ �æ� 2Ò�Ë��ÉÉ( $ÉvÉÑ$É¤ÉÏ�ÉÉåÇMå� �É�9�ÉÉåÇ $É���ÉÑ cÉ
ÉÉ�ÉÉ �æ� 2Ò�Ë��ÉÉ( $ÉvÉÑ$É¤ÉÏ�ÉÉåÇMå� �É�9�ÉÉåÇ $É���ÉÑ cÉ
ÉÉ�ÉÉ �æ� 2Ò�Ë��ÉÉ( $ÉvÉÑ$É¤ÉÏ�ÉÉåÇMå� �É�9�ÉÉåÇ $É���ÉÑ cÉ
ÉÉ�ÉÉ �æ� 2Ò�Ë��ÉÉ( $ÉvÉÑ$É¤ÉÏ�ÉÉåÇMå� �É�9�ÉÉåÇ $É�    

��ÉÉ ExÉM�É $ÉåO� �É��Ï �É��ÉÉ, �xÉ�ÉÉ �É×$�É �É��Ï ��Éå�ÉÏ vÉÉM�É��É� M��?��ÉÉ ExÉM�É $ÉåO� �É��Ï �É��ÉÉ, �xÉ�ÉÉ �É×$�É �É��Ï ��Éå�ÉÏ vÉÉM�É��É� M��?��ÉÉ ExÉM�É $ÉåO� �É��Ï �É��ÉÉ, �xÉ�ÉÉ �É×$�É �É��Ï ��Éå�ÉÏ vÉÉM�É��É� M��?��ÉÉ ExÉM�É $ÉåO� �É��Ï �É��ÉÉ, �xÉ�ÉÉ �É×$�É �É��Ï ��Éå�ÉÏ vÉÉM�É��É� M��?    

��ÉÑ ÍcÉQ�Ï�ÉÉåÇ �Éå cÉ��M��ÉÉ oÉÇ� M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ ÍcÉQ�Ï�ÉÉåÇ �Éå cÉ��M��ÉÉ oÉÇ� M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ ÍcÉQ�Ï�ÉÉåÇ �Éå cÉ��M��ÉÉ oÉÇ� M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ ÍcÉQ�Ï�ÉÉåÇ �Éå cÉ��M��ÉÉ oÉÇ� M�� Ì��ÉÉ    

��ÉÑ CÇxÉÉ�É�Éå A$É�ÉÏ Ì�
É M�Ð AÉ�ÉÉ�É M�Éå A�ÉxÉÑ�ÉÉ M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ CÇxÉÉ�É�Éå A$É�ÉÏ Ì�
É M�Ð AÉ�ÉÉ�É M�Éå A�ÉxÉÑ�ÉÉ M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ CÇxÉÉ�É�Éå A$É�ÉÏ Ì�
É M�Ð AÉ�ÉÉ�É M�Éå A�ÉxÉÑ�ÉÉ M�� Ì��ÉÉ��ÉÑ CÇxÉÉ�É�Éå A$É�ÉÏ Ì�
É M�Ð AÉ�ÉÉ�É M�Éå A�ÉxÉÑ�ÉÉ M�� Ì��ÉÉ    

��ÉÑ M�Éå�å M�É�É�É $Éå �ÉÏ ExÉM�Ð �É�É�åÇ <Ò�ÇQ��ÉÏ ����ÉÏ �É�É��ÉÑ M�Éå�å M�É�É�É $Éå �ÉÏ ExÉM�Ð �É�É�åÇ <Ò�ÇQ��ÉÏ ����ÉÏ �É�É��ÉÑ M�Éå�å M�É�É�É $Éå �ÉÏ ExÉM�Ð �É�É�åÇ <Ò�ÇQ��ÉÏ ����ÉÏ �É�É��ÉÑ M�Éå�å M�É�É�É $Éå �ÉÏ ExÉM�Ð �É�É�åÇ <Ò�ÇQ��ÉÏ ����ÉÏ �É�É    

AÉ�É ���É�Éå AÉ�É ���É�Éå AÉ�É ���É�Éå AÉ�É ���É�Éå “IQ” �ÉÉå oÉ<�É Í
É�ÉÉ �æ� �ÉÉå oÉ<�É Í
É�ÉÉ �æ� �ÉÉå oÉ<�É Í
É�ÉÉ �æ� �ÉÉå oÉ<�É Í
É�ÉÉ �æ�     

�É�É� �É�É� �É�É� �É�É� “EQ” �Éå ��å� �É5 �ÉË�oÉ�Éå ��å� �É5 �ÉË�oÉ�Éå ��å� �É5 �ÉË�oÉ�Éå ��å� �É5 �ÉË�oÉ    

AÉ�É �ÒÌ�É�ÉÉ �Éå oÉåvÉÑ�ÉÉ� �æ�AÉ�É �ÒÌ�É�ÉÉ �Éå oÉåvÉÑ�ÉÉ� �æ�AÉ�É �ÒÌ�É�ÉÉ �Éå oÉåvÉÑ�ÉÉ� �æ�AÉ�É �ÒÌ�É�ÉÉ �Éå oÉåvÉÑ�ÉÉ� �æ�    

�É
É�É ÍcÉ�ÉåÇ xÉÑ�É�Éå �É7ÉÉ �å-É�Éå M�Éå �É�ÉoÉÔ� M���ÉÏ �æ��É
É�É ÍcÉ�ÉåÇ xÉÑ�É�Éå �É7ÉÉ �å-É�Éå M�Éå �É�ÉoÉÔ� M���ÉÏ �æ��É
É�É ÍcÉ�ÉåÇ xÉÑ�É�Éå �É7ÉÉ �å-É�Éå M�Éå �É�ÉoÉÔ� M���ÉÏ �æ��É
É�É ÍcÉ�ÉåÇ xÉÑ�É�Éå �É7ÉÉ �å-É�Éå M�Éå �É�ÉoÉÔ� M���ÉÏ �æ�    

AÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� �ÉÉ( M�Éå AÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� �ÉÉ( M�Éå AÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� �ÉÉ( M�Éå AÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� �ÉÉ( M�Éå ‘v�ÉÉ�ÉM�Ð AÉDv�ÉÉ�ÉM�Ð AÉDv�ÉÉ�ÉM�Ð AÉDv�ÉÉ�ÉM�Ð AÉD’ oÉ�ÉMå� �É�� M����Éå M�Ð, M�Ð, oÉ�ÉMå� �É�� M����Éå M�Ð, M�Ð, oÉ�ÉMå� �É�� M����Éå M�Ð, M�Ð, oÉ�ÉMå� �É�� M����Éå M�Ð, M�Ð,    

ÔÔÔÔoÉåO�É $Éæ� M�Éå �ÉÇ��ÉÏ �É��Ï 
É�É�Éå �å�ÉÉ ExÉ �É��� �É�É M�Éå �ÉÏ �ÉÍ
É�É �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉoÉåO�É $Éæ� M�Éå �ÉÇ��ÉÏ �É��Ï 
É�É�Éå �å�ÉÉ ExÉ �É��� �É�É M�Éå �ÉÏ �ÉÍ
É�É �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉoÉåO�É $Éæ� M�Éå �ÉÇ��ÉÏ �É��Ï 
É�É�Éå �å�ÉÉ ExÉ �É��� �É�É M�Éå �ÉÏ �ÉÍ
É�É �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉoÉåO�É $Éæ� M�Éå �ÉÇ��ÉÏ �É��Ï 
É�É�Éå �å�ÉÉ ExÉ �É��� �É�É M�Éå �ÉÏ �ÉÍ
É�É �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉ’    

AÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� oÉÉ$É M�Éå A$É�Éå 
ÉÉQ�
ÉÏ oÉåO�Ï xÉå �É�� M����Éå M�ÐAÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� oÉÉ$É M�Éå A$É�Éå 
ÉÉQ�
ÉÏ oÉåO�Ï xÉå �É�� M����Éå M�ÐAÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� oÉÉ$É M�Éå A$É�Éå 
ÉÉQ�
ÉÏ oÉåO�Ï xÉå �É�� M����Éå M�ÐAÉ�É �ÉÂ��É �æ� ��� oÉÉ$É M�Éå A$É�Éå 
ÉÉQ�
ÉÏ oÉåO�Ï xÉå �É�� M����Éå M�Ð    

ÔÔÔÔoÉåO�É 6É� Må� oÉÉ��� �ÉÔ�Éå M���É �-ÉÉ �æ�, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï AÉoÉÂ ��, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï $É�ÉQ�Ï �æ�,oÉåO�É 6É� Må� oÉÉ��� �ÉÔ�Éå M���É �-ÉÉ �æ�, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï AÉoÉÂ ��, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï $É�ÉQ�Ï �æ�,oÉåO�É 6É� Må� oÉÉ��� �ÉÔ�Éå M���É �-ÉÉ �æ�, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï AÉoÉÂ ��, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï $É�ÉQ�Ï �æ�,oÉåO�É 6É� Må� oÉÉ��� �ÉÔ�Éå M���É �-ÉÉ �æ�, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï AÉoÉÂ ��, �ÉÑ��Ï �Éå�Ï $É�ÉQ�Ï �æ�,    

CxÉå M��ÉÏ E2�
É�Éå �É�É �å�ÉÉ, A$É�ÉÉ AÉ(cÉ
É �Éæ
ÉÉ �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉ!CxÉå M��ÉÏ E2�
É�Éå �É�É �å�ÉÉ, A$É�ÉÉ AÉ(cÉ
É �Éæ
ÉÉ �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉ!CxÉå M��ÉÏ E2�
É�Éå �É�É �å�ÉÉ, A$É�ÉÉ AÉ(cÉ
É �Éæ
ÉÉ �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉ!CxÉå M��ÉÏ E2�
É�Éå �É�É �å�ÉÉ, A$É�ÉÉ AÉ(cÉ
É �Éæ
ÉÉ �É ��Éå�Éå �å�ÉÉ!’     



I am resident of Kanganewadi in Devrukh. I had a terrific 

pain in the lower back for almost over a month. I could nei-

ther sit or stand without pain. Standing was very painful. I 

went to the doctor & he advised me to take my x-ray. The X-

ray showed the gap in my vertebrae . The doctor prescribed 

medicines but nothing worked. The pain just did not go. 

Around that time, one of my acquaintances Mrs. Charuta 

Khanvilkar came to see me & told me about Reiki. She said, 

if you have the faith go to Swami’s Math & take group reiki. 

I believed her & started going to Reiki Arogya Mandir in 

Shree Swami Samarth Math. On the first treatment of Reiki 

itself I experienced the change. I could stand on my feet 

without any pain. The pain that I had while wearing sandals 

before just vanished. On 9th day of treatment I was totally 

free from all the pains & discomfort. Truly, Reiki is great 

divine power. The pain that I had which couldn’t be taken 

care in spite of spending Rs. 5—6,000 over a month just van-

ished over 21 days of Reiki. That is most beautiful experi-

ence in my life & I then and there I decided to learn Reiki 

and attended the first degree course on 21st & 22
nd April.   

 

⇒ Mrs. Prabhavati Pendhari, Devrukh 

Reiki Experiences...Reiki Experiences...Reiki Experiences...   

Five principles of Reiki as we know by now are not only confined to those who are practicing 

Reiki, but have become the 5 principles of life. In fact the historical records show that these 

were basically the codes of conduct advocated by Meiji emperor in Japan in the nineteenth cen-

tury. The time has come to promote these wonderful principles which can change the world, if 

followed by many. Reiki Vidya Niketan has taken initiative to make people aware about such 

noble attitudes by making them visible to a larger public who may not be initiated on the Reiki 

path and are not aware about them. One of the first initiative is to print them on a coffee mug. 

These mugs are being made available to all those who are interested by paying a sum of Rs 

110/- per mug which is a cost of a mug, on no profit no loss basis. The mug looks like this: 

You may register your or-

ders with payment to your 

centre coordinator before 

5th May 2012 or by writing 

to Mr. Rajesh Kale (our 

Baroda Coordinator) either 

by cell : 09427015170   Or 

by email to his ID:    

kalerajeshp@gmail.com    

 

A Coffee Mug with  Five Principles of Reiki 

Prabhavati Pendhari 
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Reiki Seminar Schedule 

Ashram Wisdom            Do not trade your goodness 

 

 

  

 

R E I K I  V I D Y A  N I K E T A N  

Sr. 

No 

Dates Location Master De-

gree 

1 5th & 6th May Baroda Seemaben 1st 

2 7th & 8th May Devrukh Sangitaben 1st 

Child 

3 26th & 27th May Devrukh Ajit Sir 2nd 

4 16th & 17th June Devrukh Ajit Sir 1st 

5 30th Jun & 1st 

July 

Baroda Ajit Sir 1st 

You are carrying a 

masterpiece hidden 

within you, but you 

are standing in the 

way. Just move aside 

and then the master-

piece will be re-

vealed. Everyone is 

a master piece be-

cause God never 

gives birth to any-

thing less than that. 

Drop the idea of be-

coming something 

because you already 

are a master piece. 

....... 

OSHO, the Zen Master 

One of the sadhaks came to Guruji the other day in a dejected mood. Guruji 

asked, “What is the matter”. The sadhak said she has been doing so much for 

others for the past few years but no one is appreciating that. She was talking 

about all adjustments and compromises in life she has done. And now she feels 

that no one else is willing to reciprocate that gesture of adjustments and com-

promises. The question Guruji asked was, “Have you compromised and ad-

justed with others and the environment for the sake of others or for your own 

sake? By doing all these adjustments did you not benefit at all? Did you not buy 

peace by offering your gestures of adjustments and compromises? If you have 

done it for your own comfort and peace then how can you expect others to pay 

off? “ One has to be good not for the sake of others but because you feel good 

about it. Goodness is more inherent and nothing to do with the outside world. 

And if it has nothing to do with outside world, how do you expect them to react 

the way you want them to? Goodness is your virtue, a trait that shows you that 

the divinity is a part of you. That is your nature or that is what it should be. 

That is something which you should never trade off. It is not an object to sell 

and make wealth out of. It is to be cherished for ever. The moment you realize 

that you will never relate that with the outside world. If you do not relate that 

with the outer world, you will never forcefully expect anything in return. That 

forceful expectation is your desire. If there are no such expectations, there are 

no unfulfilment of such expectations either. Obviously there are no frustrations 

in life. Always be good, whether others reciprocate or not. Be good so that you 

feel good. 

Creation of Swami’s 

Picture in Rangoli 


